The Cellar Incident

Marge never believed in the existence of
pure evil. Certainly she placed no credence
in the idea of some supernatural evil, such
as powerful entities from elsewhere
capable of entering our material realm and
committing impossibly heinous acts. Such
fanciful notions were not part of her
worldview. As Marge saw it, the real world
already had an abundance of profoundly
vicious, greedy and power hungry people,
as well as naturally occurring disastrous
forces - that was enough to deal with,
wasnt it? One evening in early October, she
and four of her good friends, all of them
college seniors, set off to check out an old,
abandoned farmhouse as a potential
location for their Halloween Party.
Something terrifying and utterly impossible
appeared to happen in the cellar of that
house. Of course, no one is likely to nelive
the impossible can happen, especially when
its something so frightening. Marge deeply
regretted having been aware of the incident
and looks for reasonable explanations.
However, she only finds more evidence to
support the very thing she did not want to
believe: that house was host to some alient
thing that doesnt belong in our world. The
Cellar Incident will shatter Margess
unquestioned concepts of what constitutes
reality. The experience will haunt her
dreams, torment her thoughts and force her
to rethink her views on everything.
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